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How to Create a Course that Makes Thousands a Month! 

Creating an online course is the NEXT LEVEL for every online entrepreneur and can build 

to a $10,000+ income every month! 

I’ve been earning a living online since 2011. First it was through freelancing then by creating my own 

online assets from blogs to self-publishing and affiliates. 

But there’s one income source that I hadn’t tried yet. I knew the amount of work it would take to 

develop this income source…but I also knew the potential to make thousands a month as soon as I 

started. 

I finally pulled the trigger, creating my first online course in December 2018 and made over $9,100 in the 

first four months alone! [Update: That monthly income has kept climbing since and is now a third of my 

overall income.] 

I’m excited to be bringing you into that world. Like I said, developing and creating the course wasn’t an 
easy process. It definitely wasn’t as easy as some scammers make it sound on YouTube just before they 
pitch you their hundred-dollar course, but it was all worth it to see those checks come in from the 

platform that hosts my course. 

In these three videos, you’ll find everything you need to create an online course and start making 
money. It’s all completely free. I have an affiliate partnership with some of the tools mentioned but 

they’re the ones I use and I’d recommend them anyway.  

It’s a step-by-step to creating your first course and the marketing strategies to make you money! ARE 

YOU READY? 
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How to Use this Checklist 

This is one of the most detailed and intense how-to video series I’ve done. Making money with online 
courses isn’t something you can do in five minutes like setting up a blog. It will take months of work; 
creating the course, setting it up and marketing. Stick with it though and I guarantee you will make 

money every single month.  

I’ve created this checklist to help guide you through the process and the videos. You might have to go 
through it a couple of times as you put together your course. I’ve made the videos as detailed as 

possible to give you every step to being successful. 

• Read through the checklist notes and watch each video first to get a basic idea of the process. 

• Read the bonus report, 10 Critical Steps to Creating a Course and Making Money, so you 

recognize the most important points. 

• Sit down to brainstorm your course idea then work through the videos again to begin the 

process. 

• Create an account on the platforms you’ll need to host and market your course. Two of these are 
must-have while the other two aren’t required but will help automate the process. 

 

o Teachable is the website I use to deliver my course to students, set up a sales page, 

collect payments, offer coupons…OK, pretty much everything. Different pricing levels with 

some great features and a free trial to see if you like it.  

o An email system is critical to selling your course. I’ve used just about every email provider 
and none offered the features I get with ConvertKit. I use the tool for examples in the 

video and show you exactly how easy it is to set up. You can try ConvertKit free for 14-

days here. 

o A blog isn’t a must-have but makes it a lot easier to market your course. I’ve negotiated a 
special deal with Bluehost for webhosting so you can get your website online for just 

$2.95 a month, the lowest cost you’ll find anywhere. Get this special offer here. 

o I use webinars in my course launches and they work great for automating your sales. You 

can do this live each month or just record once and set it to run for passive income with 

EverWebinar. I’ll show you how to do it in the third video but you can click here to try 

EverWebinar for 60 days for just $1. 

 

• Once you’re done with each section, creating your course and setting up marketing, review the 

videos again to make sure you haven’t missed anything. 

You can create a new course in less than three months and start making thousands a month. Do just a 

couple of courses a year and you’ll be on your way to a six-figure income in less than a few years. 

I’m excited to be taking you on this journey! Let’s do it! 

Joseph Hogue, CFA 

Let’s Talk Money 

MyWorkfromHomeMoney.com 
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Checklist for Creating a Course – Major Challenges and Getting Started 

Congrats on getting started with your course. I’m sure you’re excited to get started and I’m excited for 

the change you’re about to make. 

The test of success will be to maintain that excitement throughout the process. The work-from-home 

world is at no loss for hopes, dreams and unfinished courses. Not only do you need to maintain this level 

of motivation but you’ll face five big challenges from start to finish. 

That’s what this first video is about, giving you a heads up and helping you through those biggest hurdles 

that destroy dreams. 

It might not seem as important as the topics we’ll cover in the second and third video, the steps to 

actually create and sell your online course, but I promise you the time you spend watching this first 

video will be rewarded! 

It’s a shorter video compared to the other two and will arm you with the knowledge of what’s to come.  

Selling a course online WILL make you more money than just about any other side hustle out there but 

there are forces that want to side-track you and keep you from realizing your dream. Some of these are 

internal, the voices and self-doubt within, while others are external. Being ready and knowing how to 

face each is critical to your success! 

Watch the First Video and Get Started Now! 

How Much Do Online Courses Make? 

• Online platform Teachable reports that one-in-four (28%) course creators makes over $75,000 a 

year and 15% make between $50,000 to $75,000 annually.  

• One course creator made over $407,000 in a single month on the platform. 

• Nearly one-in-four (24.5%) of courses are priced over $201 while another quarter are priced from 

$100 to $200 for the course. 

The 5 Challenges Every Course Creator Faces 

• Not sure what to teach. This comes from not understanding how much value you have in your 

experience. Your experiences and journey will play a crucial part throughout the process and is 

the reason people will buy your course. Make your course an experience for people, let them 

share in your journey and create their own, and they will pay you to do it. 

• Start with your hobbies, interests and what you do for a living. Take that general idea and browse 

other courses on Udemy or books on Amazon. 

 

• Self-doubt and Impostor Syndrome is the second challenge. This is the self-defeating voices in 

your head questioning, “Who are you to be teaching anyone?” It’s the fear that you don’t know 

enough and will be called a fraud if you try to teach. 

• First, just understand that everyone fights these voices even the most successful people in the 

world. Get back to the idea that it’s not just the knowledge you’re sharing in the course but your 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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experience that makes the course valuable.  

 

• Defeating Analysis Paralysis to keep going. This is getting stuck in the process of research or 

editing your course. You’re never quite happy with the amount of information or how the videos 

look. You stay in that research phase or editing, trying to get a little more info or trying to make 

the videos look a little bit better. The problem here is that eventually you just burn out on a 

course that isn’t going anywhere and you give up. 

 

• Set strict deadlines for everything. This means mapping out every step of the course creation 

process from brainstorming your ideas to your marketing plan, then setting a timeline in days for 

every step. You can go over the deadline by a day or two if you absolutely have to but no more 

than a couple of days. Get to the next step and get your course done! 

 

• The next challenge is what I call the Kitchen Sink. This is where you feel the need to include 

EVERYTHING in your course. Besides taking more time to produce than necessary, which means 

the potential to burn out and give up, you also don’t appeal to a specific audience if you try being 

everything to all people. 

 

• This is why it’s so important to work backwards from the transformation you want to drive in 

your students. At every step backwards from the transformation, ask yourself, “Is this step really 

necessary to achieve the transformation?” If it doesn’t add value to the journey, it doesn’t need 

to be in the class. 

 

• The fifth and final hurdle to course success is not having a marketing plan. This is the biggest 

disappointment course creators face. They create an amazing course, spend months working on 

it, and then make no money. They get frustrated, disappointed and even angry…and never 

realize how much money they could make. 

• Understand that it’s not enough to create the best class in the world. You need a marketing plan 

to match. That’s why I’ve devoted an entire video to three strategies I use and that will help you 

sell your course. 

3 Keys to a Successful Online Course 

• Set a strict schedule and deadline for everything! 

• Charge what your course is worth. If you have an idea in mind for what you want to charge for 

your class…double it! Remember 50% of courses on Teachable are priced at $100 or more and 

one-in-four are priced over $200 

• Don’t avoid marketing. In fact, understand that a marketing plan is just as important as the time 

you spend creating the course. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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Resources You’ll Need to Create and Sell a Course 

We’ll cover many of these resources throughout the videos. Not all of them are absolutely necessary 

and I’ll tell you when you need each but they will all help you make more money. Most offer free trials 

or I’ve negotiated special deals so you can try them out at cheaper rates. 

• Teachable is the platform I use to deliver all my video courses. The site makes marketing and 

managing your video courses easy and you can even sign up affiliates to sell your courses in their 

funnels. Alternatives are Udemy, which limits the price you can charge, or your own hosting 

which doesn’t come with the needed features. Price levels are very reasonable so I consider this 

one a must-have. Catch this free webinar on Teachable – 7 Steps to Launch Your Profitable 

Online Course 

 

• ConvertKit – I’ve used three other email tools before getting to ConvertKit; MailChimp, Aweber 

and Constant Contact. None of them had the features I needed to make my marketing strategies 

as automated as I wanted. Besides using ConvertKit for your courses, it’s also a great tool for 

promoting a blog or affiliate marketing. Try ConvertKit FREE for 14-days with this Offer! 

 

• Bluehost is the web hosting platform I started all four of my blogs on and the most affordable for 

new bloggers. Excellent customer service and tech support make creating your space on the 

internet easy. This isn’t a must-have for course creators if you have a big YouTube channel or 

another way to promote your courses but your blog can become a money-making asset in itself 

so definitely one to check out. I’ve negotiated a special deal for my community, just $2.95 per 

month for web hosting to get you started now! 

 

• EverWebinar – I offer a free webinar as part of the funnel to my investing course and it’s boosted 
signups by three-fold. This puts you face-to-face and live in front of your audience and really 

makes a connection. The great part about EverWebinar is you can record your webinars and then 

offer them in your funnels while appearing like a live webinar. You can offer free webinars as 

part of your marketing plan or paid webinars as part of your income strategy. Try EverWebinar 

60-days for just $1 with this Special Offer! 

 

Further Reading 

If you’re thinking about starting a blog to promote your course, here’s a detailed article on everything 

that goes into blogging to be successful. A longer read but a great one-stop on making your blog big and 

profitable. https://myworkfromhomemoney.com/blogging-mistakes-resource-guide/ 

One of my favorite videos, even if it hasn’t gotten the views, has been this one on Three Keys to Manifesting 

Abundance. Three things that will stand in your way to success; impostor syndrome, procrastination and 

comparing yourself to others → and how to overcome each! https://youtu.be/8KX5f4RRs1s  
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Checklist for Creating a Course – From Idea to Online Course 

This is where your course starts coming together. In this video, I’ll show you how to make your course 

into more than just an idea but something that can change lives.  

Once you know the process, you’ll be amazed at how simple it is to develop your idea and put 

everything together. From overcoming camera shyness to making your course dynamic and engaging for 

students, we’ll cover it in this video. 

I’ll also show you how to get your course online, uploaded to Teachable and ready to start making 

money! 

Watch the Second Video and Get Started Now! 

Picking a Course Topic 

• Look first to your hobbies, interests and your job for course topic ideas. Anything you spend 40 

hours a week doing, you’re going to be an expert so your job is an easy one. Talking about an 

interest or hobby is also a great idea, even if you don’t have as much experience, because your 

passion will come through in the content. 

 

• Once you have a basic idea of the topic, go to Udemy and do a search. This will not only give you 

ideas for your own course but will be helpful in researching what to talk about. Don’t worry that 

there are already courses available. Your experience and story will make your course new. 

 

• You can do the same thing on Amazon, browsing books on your topic. Click through to the Table 

of Contents for books to see what authors are talking about in their book. 

Developing Your Course Idea 

• Your course is all about the transformation. That’s the change you want to bring in students, 

what they’ll be able to do, what they’ll know or feel by the end of the course. Think of the basic 

needs fulfilled in the transformation and emotional triggers. People don’t buy a course or a how-

to instruction, they buy that transformation they’re promised to achieve. 

 

• Start thinking about your target audience, that specific group for which your course is perfect. 

You can narrow this down by age (generation), gender, other demographics, location and a 

number of other identifiers. Not only will more specifically targeting a group help you understand 

their exact needs better, it will help you understand their pain points to which you can market 

your course. 

 

• Targeting a distinct audience will also help you tell stories that will reach them better, stories 

with which they’ll be able to relate. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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Turning Ideas into the Beginning of a Course 

• Work backwards from your transformation to each step someone needs to take to get there. This 

is the easiest way to fill out your course because there’s less chance you’ll miss steps or gloss 

over important information. At each step, ask yourself, “What does someone need to know to 

get to this point?” 

 

• After you’re done mapping out the process, have someone with no knowledge of the topic look 

through it to see if any necessary steps are missing or if they have questions. They don’t need to 

review the entire course, just the basic outline. 

 

• Start outlining each of your steps. Most courses have between eight to twelve lectures or main 

steps and then sub-steps within so think about what are the major ideas and steps that can fit 

within each. 

 

• Within each major step or lecture; use Google to research what someone needs to do to work 

their way through it and proceed to the next step. You can also use Udemy and Amazon for ideas 

here. 

 

• If you haven’t included at least one personal story or example in each chapter, go back and add it 

when you’re done outlining. It’s best that these come out naturally when you’re talking about 

the topic but you can also add them in whenever one comes to mind. 

Which Content Types to Use in Your Course 

Using different content types makes your course more dynamic, interesting and engaging. It will help 

your students learn and keep them from getting bored. Don’t have to use all but as many as possible. 

• Video is usually the main content of your course. It reaches students on a multi-sensory level 

including sight and sound so is a great medium to teach. Try using a mix of head-and-shoulders 

presentation and screenshare. 

 

• Text can be as simple as transcribing your videos into something for students to follow along or 

additional reading material.  

 

• Audio is a resource but not one as often used as video. Students expect to be shown how to do 

something so simple audio isn’t as popular. It can be good for supporting material, especially for 

people to listen to during their commute. 

 

• Workbooks are a great way to keep students engaged and make sure they’re learning. Just write 

something up in a Word processor document and save as filetype PDF to create a workbook. 

 

• Spreadsheets are a must-have for some courses but not necessary for others. If any part of your 

course is numerical or involves equations, it’s always best to include a spreadsheet with the 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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equations pre-built for students. 

 

• Quizzes will help break up long videos to keep your students from zoning out. They can also help 

show that students are learning something to encourage them. 

 

• Interviews are a nice touch to give students multiple perspectives from other experts. These can 

be included in main course content or as bonus material. 

 

• Bonus Material is a great marketing trick to make more money. Even if it’s something you would 

have included, you can point to ‘extra’ material to create that sense of urgency or emotional 

triggers for your marketing. 

 

Equipment You’ll Need to Film Your Course 

You don’t need to spend a lot of money on your course. I’ve put together a list of must-have tools and 

resources to start with and a more detailed list of all the equipment I use in the ‘Further Reading’ section 

below. 

• Webcam (Logitech C920) – I’ve yet to see an integrated laptop webcam that was quality enough 

to shoot good HD videos. The Logitech is pretty much the standard everyone uses for solid video. 

• Ring Light (UBeesize or other brand) – Regular room lighting will make you look yellow. You need 

either an inexpensive ring light or a couple of studio lights which are also very inexpensive. The 

‘temperature’ on the bulbs needs to be at least 5000 or more so it resembles natural sunlight. 

• Lav Mic (Aufgeld, Boya) – this will make your audio crisp and keep out all the background noise 

while filming. 

 

• Screen capture and editing software like ScreenCast is free to use though if you’re going to be 

doing other video courses or a YouTube channel, just spend the money on Premiere Pro or 

Camtasia. It’s an expense but well worth it in the extra features. 

 

• Teachable is a must-have for delivering and marketing your course. No other platform comes 

close to the features and pricing levels are very reasonable. 

• ConvertKit is another must-have, not just for your course but just generally to build your email 

list from a blog. It’s got the best and easiest funnel features to automate your marketing process. 

How to Upload Your Course to Teachable 

Teachable is easy to use and the ‘Help’ pages are extremely detailed but I thought I would add some 

notes to get you started. Use the link here to start your account and you’ll get two weeks free to test out 
the platform. 

• Click through Courses in the left menu and click the Create a New Course button. Here you’ll be 

able to title your course and add an author bio. 
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• Lectures are like your main chapters with modules within each lecture. Most courses have 

between eight and twelve lectures and a few modules in each. Videos should be less than 15 

minutes with eight to ten minutes the optimal length. 

 

• You can upload files by drag-and-drop or by browsing. Teachable accepts most formats including 

.mp4, .doc, .pdf and .xls for different content types. It can take a while to download large video 

files so use the Bulk Upload button and leave yourself time before your launch. 

 

• Make sure you add handouts and other materials to each lecture where appropriate. Don’t 

forget to toggle the Comments button to allow student questions or comments. 

 

• There are four pricing options on Teachable though two are by far the most popular. You can 

have students pay a one-time cost or a monthly payment plan. Use both to give your students 

whichever suits them best. 

 

• Don’t forget to use the additional features like coupon codes and affiliates. Coupon codes are a 

great incentive for your launch and marketing. We’ll also talk about using affiliates in the third 

video and how to get other people to sell your course. 

 

Further Reading 

I purposely made the equipment list as minimal as possible to show you how easy it can be to put your 

course together (and that you don’t have to spend much money). This article includes my complete 

equipment setup I use for videos on the YouTube channel as well as tips on how to use each. 

https://myworkfromhomemoney.com/youtube-equipment-checklist/ 

Creating a course is a lot like self-publishing a book so I thought I would include a link to my self-publishing guide 

here. You’ll see a lot of overlap in the process as well as some new ideas you can use to put together your course. 

https://myworkfromhomemoney.com/how-to-publish-a-book-guide/  
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Checklist for Creating a Course – Marketing Your Course 

Have I mentioned the importance of marketing yet?!? I know I sound like a broken record but this is 

really something that caught me by surprise creating my course. I knew marketing was important and I 

had talked to lots of other course creators…and it STILL surprised me how crucial it was to have an 

amazing marketing plan. 

 

Do not neglect this step…I guess you could but understand you’re not going to get any sales and will just 

need to come back to this afterwards to do it anyway. 

 

Fortunately, great marketing isn’t something you have to do every day. For all three of the strategies I’ll 
talk about in the video, you can set them up and automate them to run continuously. They take time 

and work to set up, but after that it’s all going to work everyday to get you more sales! 

 

Watch the Third Video and Get Started Now! 

Launching Your Course 

• There are two types of launches, a beta and a public launch. 

o The beta launch is like a test to make sure your marketing funnel is set up right and the 

course includes everything a student needs to achieve the transformation. To this launch, 

you invite your friends and family and your most loyal email subscribers for a discounted 

price. Their feedback gives you valuable information into improving the course and 

testing your marketing before you take it to the public. DO NOT neglect this launch. 

o The public launch is rolling your course out to the public and the launch you’ll use over 

and over again. You can still improve your course after receiving feedback but you 

generally won’t need to if you did a beta launch. 

 

• A launch funnel will help attract students and sell them on your course. Below I’ll show you how 

to set this up and automate it to run every month. 
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• Blog posts, videos and social posts will be how you reach your audience first and get them in the 

funnel. These should be around topics closely related to your course with a strong call-to-action 

and links to your webinar.  

 

• The links from these pages and videos will direct to a landing page, a single web page focused 

solely on signing up for the webinar. You can do this from your blog or using ConvertKit.  

 

• Once someone signs up for the webinar, they get placed into a special group that sends out a 

series of emails. The first series of three emails goes out at different times before the webinar. 

These introduce you as an expert, relate stories around the problem or your journey and 

generally go to build that trusting relationship with the potential student. 

 

• Using ConvertKit makes this all easy and automated. 

o First set up a Form that will connect to your landing page or just use the Landing Page 

templates available through ConvertKit. 

o Set up your email series, the first goes out immediately when someone signs up and then 

the others go out before your scheduled webinar. 

o Connect the Form with your email series by creating a New Automation so anytime 

someone signs up to the form, they’ll be put in the email sequence group. Make sure you 

toggle for the Automation to be live. 

o ConvertKit allows you to customize each email with the person’s name, a powerful 

feature to personalize the emails.  

 

• Your webinar should be good information that solves a problem or fulfills a need. It doesn’t have 

to cover your course topic exactly, just something related. Don’t be afraid of giving too much 

value in your webinar. Really surprise people with how much you’re giving them for free and 

they’ll wonder how much more they’ll get with your course. 

 

• Early in the webinar, start talking about the larger topic problem or the basic needs fulfilled by 

the course. Hint that you have a special offer and opportunity to give them later on. 

 

• Towards the end of the webinar, take five to ten minutes to talk about the course and your 

special launch offer. Create a sense of urgency with a discount and bonus material that is only 

available for a limited time. 

 

• EverWebinar is a great tool to use because you can record your best live webinar then use it for 

launches every month. The platform has features that make a recorded webinar look live 

including streaming chat and timed offers. You can set up different landing pages within the 

platform and it will test which ones get the most signups. It’s a must-have resource and the 60-

day trial for just $1 makes it a no-brainer in my opinion. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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• After your webinar runs, a series of three follow-up emails goes out to everyone on your email 

list. This includes people that didn’t end up attending as well. 

o The first email offers a link to the webinar replay in case they missed it or want to get the 

information again. It also reinforces the sense of urgency in the course offer by showing 

everything they get if they sign up within 24 hours. 

o The second email goes out after a day or two and can be a summary of everything you 

covered in the webinar. Remind people of all the valuable information they received and 

they’ll be more likely to trust you enough to buy the course. 

o The third and final email is a last chance reminder on the day the launch offer closes. Use 

that sense of urgency here to remind them of everything they’ll miss if they don’t sign up 

now. 

 

Getting Other People to Sell Your Course 

• Teachable makes it easy to sign up affiliates to help sell your course. Just enter their name and 

email address and you’ll get a link to send them that will direct to your course sales page. They 

can use this in blog posts or social media and Teachable will track any clicks that become 

students. 

 

• Commissions paid to affiliates average between 20% to 40% but I like offering 50% of the course 

price. That makes affiliates true partners in selling your course and can be a strong incentive 

depending on your course price. 

 

• Just because someone agrees to be an affiliate, doesn’t mean they’re going to put in the effort it 

takes to actually sell your course. To make as much money as possible, there are a few things you 

can do to help and motivate your affiliates. 

o Write a guest post for their blog that links to your course sales page 

o Do a video interview they can post on a YouTube channel or embed on their blog 

o Write out social media posts and images they can use to share 

 

Putting Your Course Sales on Auto-Pilot 

• Marketing funnels are a great way to put your course sales on auto-pilot so you can concentrate 

on creating new courses. The process works a lot like your launch and you can interchange many 

of the steps. You first get people into your funnel through a blog post or video that links to a 

landing page and email series. That email series builds trust just like in the launch to sell your 

course at the end of the series. 

 

• How this differs from your launch is that you can use a different kind of ‘Lead Magnet’ to get 

people on your email list. Instead of a free webinar, you might offer bonus material or a handout 

to get people to click through and sign up. Your email series is usually shorter as well, just two or 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbKdotYtcY9SxoU8CYAXdvg
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three emails instead of the six used in a launch funnel. 

 

• Start with a single blog post or series of posts. The best method is to create several posts, each 

focusing on different parts of the buyer decision process (awareness, interest and evaluation). 

This makes sure you get people at all stages in the decision, capturing them and guiding them 

through the rest of the decision. 

 

• Each blog post or video offers a handout or freebie and links up to a landing page where people 

can sign up for the download.  

 

• Signing up puts them in an series of two or three emails. These work the same as your course 

launch emails but use a little more direct sales language in the last email and link to your course 

sales page. 

Resources for Making More Money on Your Course 

Once you’ve got your course on Teachable, you really only need ConvertKit and EverWebinar to put 

these marketing strategies in action. You’ll use ConvertKit in both your funnel strategies and will use 

EverWebinar in the launch. You could also use webinars in your buyer funnel but it isn’t altogether 

necessary. 

ConvertKit makes growing your email list easy and the advanced tagging is critical to customizing 

messages to reach people in a personalized way. No matter what your business, don’t wait to start 

growing your email list. Use this link for a free two-week trial to test the platform. 

EverWebinar is a little pricey at about $40 a month but makes your launch completely automated. For 

most people, that means just one extra course sale a month and you’ve paid for both ConvertKit and 

EverWebinar. You can also start doing paid webinars as another way to make extra cash. Try out 

EverWebinar for 60-days for just $1 with this link. 

 

Further Reading 

Check out these two videos for a more detailed step-by-step in setting up automated buyer funnels for 

your course. In the videos, I use the funnels to sell affiliate products but you can just as easily use them 

to sell your courses. https://youtu.be/X9GdkSCtb9g 

One powerful tool to marketing your course is through guest posts on other blogs to reach ready-made 

audiences. This article is written from the viewpoint of getting links but you can just as easily make one 

of the links to your course and use it for marketing. https://myworkfromhomemoney.com/guest-posting-seo-

website-ranking/  
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I’m excited about how creating courses can change your life. It’s changed mine, creating a monthly 
income I can count on, and I know it will change yours! 

Blogging and making money online isn’t as easy as most people make it sound. Creating a course will 

take work to set up but you’ll only have to do it once. After that, it’s going to generate passive income 
every single month. Best yet is that you can just keep creating more courses, building your income from 

each one until you’ve reached financial independence! 

Use what you’ve learned in these three videos and the checklist. I’ve given you everything you need but 
it’s still up to you to get started. Give yourself a timeline of one-week to plan out your course and then 

GET STARTED! Waiting or planning too long is the #1 problem I see in people not following through on 

this and never breaking out of the paycheck-to-paycheck rut. 

I want to be a part of your journey so be sure to reach out with any questions. 

 

Joseph Hogue, CFA 

Let’s Talk Money 

MyWorkfromHomeMoney.com 
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